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The ingredients are there for Gaussian Curve’s The
Distance to be a great album. After all, they’re more
or less the same ones that went into their first,
Clouds, which was a great album. But something’s
off this time. The decisions are less tasteful. The
chemistry between the band members is more
awkward. It’s strangely sloppy and at times the
musicians seem to fumble in real-time for a sound
that works. This might be fine in a looser, more jam-
oriented band, but in a group that made its name on
sterile, spotless, ‘80s-style ambient music, it’s a
distraction. Clouds was made in three days of
jamming. Lightning has clearly not struck twice.

The basic structures of these tracks are similar to those on Clouds. Marco Sterk, the band member in charge of the
drum machines (you might know him as DJ Young Marco), programs some light pitter-patter. Someone loops
something. Then the other members, Jonny Nash and Gigi Masin, start noodling. But the members don’t always
seem in sync. On the title track, the interplay between Masin’s delicate synth leads and Nash’s resonant guitar is
fine enough, but a second, more processed guitar seems to swoop down and interrupt at the end of each motif. It
doesn’t help that the synth loop isn’t even in the same time signature as the drum machine, and the guitar
occasionally comes in a little late, as if it’s forgotten where the loop starts and stops.

The Distance is a lot louder than Clouds, and if that sounds like it’d make for a less appealing ambient album, you’d
be right. The sequencers swagger like rock riffs (“Ceremony” oddly reminiscent of “Come as You Are”). Nash’s
guitar tends to caterwaul and contribute an unpleasant amount of treble, especially on “T.O.R.” and the middle of
“Suspended Motion.” It doesn’t help that, as opposed to the lethargic vibe of Clouds, The Distance seems in a hurry
to get somewhere. These songs build for no good reason. “T.O.R.” in particular resembles the music you might hear
in a GoPro ad as the camera careens down a waterfall or a rollercoaster. It’s almost as if they’re trying to capture
the bombast of post-rock using Brian Eno ingredients.

The best tracks are the ones where the least happens. Opener “Breathe” – one of the few moments here wherein
the music really seems to do so – is stunning, its glassy surface alive with 4AD-style guitars and shimmering digital
organ. On “Four for You,” the musicians mostly stay out of the way of the looping conga line that drives it. And
though Nash uses the same set of effects here as on most of the record, his guitar swoops and dives rather than
wails and shrieks to the sky.

On a musical level, the prettiest and most placid track here is closer “Another Place.” Low, slow and devoid of
drums, it’s the track that most resembles the great ambient music by artists like Eno, Harold Budd and Robin
Guthrie that initially inspired the project. But then in comes Masin’s gravelly, thickly accented voice: “Please/Smile
for me.” Nobody likes being told to smile. If you’re sad, a random person ordering you to fake being happy won’t
cheer you up. It’s a gesture meant to be pleasant that always ends up being grating – a perfect analogy for the
album itself.
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